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Looking after one another
Kate Elliott, Chair Croquet NSW
What an amazing group Croquet Players are!
If you are part of the Croquet Community Facebook page you will
have seen lots of clever ideas to pass the time, members sharing
images of their gardens and the things they enjoy, some robust
discussions, and a quiz we can all share in World wide.
All of which demonstrates that we care and miss one another
during this unprecedented time. I encourage anyone and
everyone to reach out to members in their clubs and other clubs
to just say hi and see how they are, the Board has begun a "phone
tree" and we will be calling all clubs and various members every
couple of weeks to see how everyone is coping. If you need help
using Facebook or the internet, let our Secretary Rosie or one of
the Board members know and we will help get you on line and
going...
Stay safe and take care!
Kate
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Full speed ahead at Lithgow CC. Many congratulations to Lithgow you deserve beautiful lawns after putting so much work
into you grant application, well done and enjoy! [when the bans are lifted!]

Australia's Brian Dawson
joins the WCF Hall of Fame,
for his contribution to ball
design and supply for over 25
years.
Bryan Dawson, the inventor and manufacturer of
the Dawson Croquet Ball, has been inducted in
the WCF Hall of Fame in recognition of his
unique contribution to modern croquet. Bryan
received his certificate of induction from the WCF
President Ian Burridge, during the Opening
Ceremony of the 2020 Association Croquet
World Championship. Bryan is the first person to
be inducted since 2014.
Bryan stayed throughout the event catching up
with local and overseas players he has known for
many years. Bryan himself has been a
representative player as well as creating an
iconic range of mallets, hoops, croquet
equipment and balls under the brand The
Australian Croquet Company.

Brian [left] receives his award from WCF President Ian Burridge, at the
recent World Champs in Melbourne

Chatting with
Steve Loader
CEO
Sport NSW
ROSIE LANDREBE

On Tuesday morning 7th of April CNSW was
invited to a Zoom Meeting with Steve Loader,
the brand new CEO of Sport NSW. The idea
of these now monthly meetings is to give a
more personal update in relation to how and
what Sport NSW can do to support smaller
sports in the state during this downtime.
There were 7 other sports on the call, Ice
Hockey, Equestrian, Archery, Dragon Boating,
Billiards and Pool, Motorsport.
Along with the above sports we are
considered Tier 5 or sports with less than
10 000 members.

CROQUET
QUIZ

Steve's clear message was that Sport NSW are available to
support all sports big and small via their State Sporting
Organisations. Sport NSW are sourcing as much data as
possible and will be updating regularly when sports sent the
information.
Steve Miles the CNSW Treasurer has been keeping Sport
NSW up to date with our clubs situation and the financial
implications for CNSW itself.
Steve Loader particularly wanted each sport to quantify the
negative financial aspect for clubs and their members as a
result of COVID-19.
Each sport was asked to give a short presentation of the major
effects of the shutdown, this included how members were
coping, and in our case he asked meaningful questions about
social isolation and how the bulk of our members fall into the
"high risk" category. Sport NSW will be offering strategies to
help combat and or support members who suffer from the
effects of social isolation.
Ice Hockey reported that 3 of their members had contracted
COVID-19 when 2 clubs held an event in late March. Although
social distancing was in place, change rooms closed, and
everyone is "gloved up" at Ice Hockey, 3 players still
contracted the illness. They closed their sport down
immediately.
Sport NSW is working on their own action plan to ensure that
when we all reopen no one is restricted from providing all
aspects of participation because they are stressed financially.
Next meeting update is the next Newsletter.

Chris Clarke from NZ has kindly put together a Croquet Quiz while everyone is in lockdown.
The quizzes will be 26 questions multiple choice and will last about 15 minutes.
You will have 25 seconds to answer the question followed by the correct answer/s being shown and then 10 seconds
before the next question. No cheating!!
The quizzes will be hosted at myquiz.org.
Allow yourself a few minutes to set up an account in order to be able to play. Each quiz will be run twice in order to
allow most to play at a sociable time, please do not play the same quiz twice. You will need the quiz number shown
below specific to each quiz:Tuesday 8.05pm NZ time (GMT +12). Croquet quiz. Number 090875
Tuesday 8.05pm UK time (GMT +1). The above quiz repeated at an alternative time.
Wednesday 8.05pm NZ time. General knowledge quiz. Number 097727
Wednesday 8.05pm UK time. The above quiz repeated at an alternative time
Thursday 8.05pm NZ time. Croquet quiz. Number 097935
Thursday 8.05pm UK time. The above quiz repeated at an alternative time

Please feel free to provide feedback of the difficulty (or lack of) of the quiz questions and whether you would prefer 2 x general
knowledge each week and just one croquet specific. Anyone wishing to help run the quizzes would be welcomed.
Hopefully these quizzes will provide some light relief. Thanks to all those working in essential services at this
difficult time.

CNSW
PHOTO
COMPETITION

BE A WINNER!!!!! [ off the lawns]
One of the best things about croquet is the number
of great photographers who may not even know they
are.
Lately the Facebook pages have been full of great
images. The one with Gareth Denyer and Matthew
Essick was a simple selfie from a phone. The
second one was uncovered by the Belmont CC in
Vic, the bottom a shot of Cooks River right next to
Tempe, and the bottom left a phone shot that could
easily have been painful if it all went north!
CNSW invites all members and Clubs to get out their
croquet related snaps and scan or copy and send
through to the secretary: secretary@croquet-nsw.org
Over the next 5 months we will run a croquet photo
competition in a variety of categories, scenic,
funniest, best historic, best photo bomb, arty farty
and The Treasurer's Choice [ open interpretation!]

Prizes
Apart from the obvious honour of being named the
winner in each category, you will receive a bottle of
bubbles and your photo will be framed and
presented back to you to display at your club,
additionally a lovely Christmas Hamper will be sent
to your club in November for everyone to enjoy!
Photos will be put into the Newsletter, as well as
some onto Croquet Community Facebook page and
the website.
We are looking for great sense of humour, photos
that show what your club is all about and how
members love playing together, weird and wonderful
croquet places you have been.
The winners will be decided by the members of the
Belmont CC in Victoria so get cracking!
T's & C's
Monthly prizes close the 30th of each month.
When you submit a photo you agree that CNSW can use the
shot in the newsletter on the website and FB.
Not correspondence will be entered into and the decision of
the judges is final.

CNSW
COVID-19
ACTION
PLAN

Board
Update

COVID-19
CNSW MESSAGE

The Board have been updating clubs as soon as
information comes in from the various authorities. CNSW
is not the regulator in this crisis, the Government is.
The current introduction of Police fines could have a real
effect at clubs where players are attending albeit
observing social distancing and appropriate hygiene. Our
advice is you may be warned, but will probably be fined.
Don't go to the club. Croquet is NOT considered
essential exercise, regardless of the similarities to golf
and Tennis and our own personal beliefs. Given our age
demographic, it is unlikely any rulings will be relaxed .
Please stay at Home.
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all the best.
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Board positions are now complete.
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Kate Mcloughlin
I've been playing croquet in Canberra for 8 years, and have
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